
Take Money-Making 
Food-Porn Pictures for 

Instagram



“Food porn” has taking social media by storm and 
restaurants that have tapped into this phenomenon are 

getting significantly more business. Restaurant owners can 
post their delectable pictures on Instagram, Facebook, and 

other social media sites, tantalizing their followers and 
making their mouths water. 

But it’s not so simple as that. Not just any ol’ photo will do.

How do people take such amazing food pics? We’re going 
to crack the code and teach you exactly how to take the 

perfect food pictures for your restaurant’s Instagram 
account.  



It’s All About Technique



Elbows In!

Tuck your elbows closely into your sides to keep the camera as still
and stable as possible. This will help avoid blurring and keep the
image framed the way you want.



Focus!

On your screen, tap on the area that you want to be in focus.

Once you’re happy with the focus, scroll up and down to
change the image brightness. This will be useful in dark settings
like your restaurant or bar.



Devil In the Details 



Zooming with your phone dramatically decreases the image quality.

Instead, physically move yourself closer to the food or drink. The
quality will be lightyears better, and you’ll see the finer details.

DON’T ZOOM!





Compose the Photo
Instagram supports vertical and horizontal photos; 
however, square pics still reign supreme on the app. 

C



Frame the Image



Try the Rule of Thirds 
Imagine drawing two horizontal lines
and two vertical lines across your
subject, creating nine equal parts.

The most important elements of
your picture should be placed along
these line intersections (in red).
Human eyes are naturally drawn to
these spots.



Example



Usually, people aim to place 
their subject in the middle third. 

However, there’s nothing wrong with moving 
items into the upper & lower thirds. 



Also Keep in Mind…



Use a Small Plate



Veggie Pics

Add oil or water to the food, especially vegetables. This will
help the meal avoid looking flat and dull.

Salad and vegetables get an especially appealing glisten that works
well on camera and will get your guests’ mouths watering.

For salad pics: Spread out the ingredients by color. Place eye-
catching colors on top.



When in Doubt, Follow the Light
Natural light allows for distinctions in a photo that you can’t get
from your phone flash (which tends to not be stellar to begin
with). If the sunlight is harsh, consider using thin curtains to
filter the light.

Always follow the natural light. Success can be found by moving
the plate around to explore the best possible angles.

Be careful not to capture your or your phone’s shadow in the
frame, however!



Light Tips

You can illuminate the shadowed portion of your dish with white poster
board. Prop the board up so that the dish sits between it and the light.

Meet your plate at a 45 degree angle from the table. The board will reflect
more of the light onto the dish, acting like a super low-budget reflector.



Use a Post-Production App
There are plenty of great phone apps that can help with making your photos 
look even better. Here are just a few examples.

These provide many of the benefits of Photoshop, such as color correction, 
brightness/contrast, and framing.

VSCO
Free 

Snap Speed
Free 

Afterlight
$0.99



Instead of applying a generic Instagram filter on your picture, try
adjusting the color levels, saturation, hue and warmth manually.
This creates for a more authentic look.

Avoid editing your image too much or it will look “Photoshopped”
or a scene from Willy Wonka -- unless that’s the look & style you’re
going for, of course.

On Filters…



Developing a Style
Pay attention to the kinds of images you’re
drawn to and favorite photos you’ve taken
into your Instagram Collections.

Analyze how they’re done. Experiment
and try to recreate the image to develop
your style. Pay close attention to the angle
of the shot, the lighting, the saturation, etc.



Some restaurants tend to use supersaturated, high-contrast close-ups,
while others use the old school, Polaroid/hipster-style filters. Decide
what fits your brand best. Don’t be afraid to experiment!

Examples



Shoot with a Real Camera

Many of the best photos on Instagram are shot with actual cameras, not
smartphones. Cameras with manual settings offer better control in low light, which
describes just about any restaurant after dark.

Use a computer to crop the photos to size (1080 pixels by 1080 pixels). Email the
photo to yourself and save the image to your phone. You can upload it to Instagram
from there.

While smartphone cameras are increasingly capable, they don't all come with the
array of functions and lenses as you can achieve with a DSLR. If you're serious
about your Instagramming/food porn-ing, changing camera lenses can help to
achieve a wider array of picture qualities.
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